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ON THE SYMMETRY OF ARITHMETICAL FUNCTIONS
IN ALMOST ALL SHORT INTERVALS, IV
by
G.Coppola
Abstract. We study the arithmetic (real) function f = g ∗ 1, with g “essentially bounded” and supported over the
integers of [1, Q]. In particular, we obtain non-trivial bounds, through f “correlations”, for the “Selberg integral” and the
“symmetry integral” of f in almost all short intervals [x − h, x + h], N ≤ x ≤ 2N , beyond the “classical” level, up to a
very high level of distribution (for h not too small). This time we go beyond Large Sieve inequality [C]. Precisely, our method
applies Weil bound for Kloosterman sums.
1. Introduction and statement of the results.
This paper pursues the study of the symmetry integral (and, also, of the Selberg integral) of arithmetical
functions, started in our paper [C], making a substantial progress on the level of distribution of the (sieve)
arithmetical functions involved.
We will study arithmetical functions f : N → R in almost all short intervals; here, “almost
all” [x − h, x + h] with N < x ≤ 2N means all, except for at most o(N) of them; where [x − h, x + h]
“short interval”means h = h(N) (for N < x ≤ 2N , see above), with (as N →∞) h→∞ and h = o(N).
Here we’ll follow Landau’s notation: F (N) = o(G(N)) stands for (when N → ∞) F (N)/G(N) → 0 and
F (N) = O(G(N)) (or the equivalent Vinogradov notation F (N) ≪ G(N)) abbreviates (again, N → ∞)
|F (N)|/G(N) is bounded (above, by a positive constant, called the O−constant or the ≪ −constant);
F (N)≪A,B,C G(N) (or F (N) = OA,B,C(G(N))) indicates the dependence of the ≪ − (or O−)constant on
these parameters. As usual, we will indicate the greatest common divisor (GCD) of a and b as: (a, b).
We will use two important quantities (describing f or h, respectively), namely the (distribution) level
λ of f and the width θ of the short interval. Writing f(n) =
∑
d|n g(d), we will let λ
def
= (logQ)/(logN),
whenever g(q) = 0 ∀q > Q. And, given h = h(N) the length of our short interval(s), set θ def= (log h)/(logN).
In this paper the width will be assumed to be 0 < θ < 1 (but “far” from edges).
As usual, we’ll write 1(n) = 1, i.e. the characteristic function of natural numbers (if no subscripts;
while we write 1℘ to mean 1 if ℘ is true, 0 otherwise), and the above becomes f = g ∗1, where ∗ is Dirichlet
product [T]; from Mo¨bius inversion, see [T], g = f ∗µ (where µ is Mo¨bius function, µ(1) def= 1, µ(n) def= (−1)r
when n is the product of r distinct primes, µ(n)
def
= 0 in all other cases, see [T]).
Some authors, like Aurel Wintner, called f ∗ µ, say f ′, the “Eratosthenes transform”of f .
We call f essentially bounded if ∀ε > 0 we have f(n) ≪ nε (as n → ∞); for example, the number




d|n 1, is such (like many other interesting arithmetical functions).
Sometimes (expecially during the proofs of the Lemma and of our Theorem) we’ll abbreviate A≪B to
mean : ∀ε > 0 A ≪ε NεB. Also, Mo¨bius inversion easily allows to prove that f≪ 1 if, and only if, g≪ 1
(whenever f = g ∗ 1). In the sequel g support will be [Q, 2Q] or [1, Q] (no difference, using a dissection
argument: additional logarithms are absorbed into Nε): our arguments won’t be affected (for small Q, [C]).














= r/|r| (∀r 6= 0). (For the definition of Jf , the Selberg integral of f , see [C].)
In our previous paper [C] we obtained non-trivial bounds for If (and Jf ), whenever the level is λ <
1+θ
2 .
We mean, for non-trivial, bounds of the kind If (N, h)≪ Nh2Nδ (same for Jf ), for some δ > 0 (small).
Here we will supersede these results, getting level λ < max
(
1− θ2 , 1+θ2
)
(using previous, too).






n will be the integer part of α ∈ R and {α} def= α− [α] its fractional part.
We give, now, our main result.
Theorem. Fix θ0 ∈]0, 1/2[. Let N, h ∈ N, where Nθ ≪ h≪ Nθ, if N →∞, with θ0 < θ < 1−θ0. Assume
f = g ∗ 1 real and essentially bounded with, say, g(q) = 0, ∀q > Q, Q = o( N√
h
). Then










(We point out that a result similar to our Theorem holds for the Selberg integral of f , too.)
We explicitly remark that an important limitation to obtain non-trivial bounds comes from h = o(Q), but
can be avoided (namely, Q≪ h gives≪h3, since λ < 1+θ2 from quoted LS-type result of [C]).
As regards the level, it comes from our Theorem the quoted above λ < 1− θ/2.
The paper is organized as follows:
⋆ in section 2 we prove the (exponential sums) Lemma for the proof of our Theorem,
⋆ that is given in section 3.
2
2. A trigonometric Lemma.




































defining the reciprocal aa ≡ 1(mod t), we have ∑r cos 2πrta Σ1(0)≪ 1a and ∑r sin 2πrta Σ2(0)≪ 1, where




































































































































































hereon ‖α‖ def= min
n∈Z
|α−n|, applying partial summation [T] to
∑
J



















≪ log(t+ 2)≪ 1.
Then, (1) is proved.

























We exclude j ≡ ±a(t) in the following.















































































































































































































now on, we’ll ignore all remainders giving a contribution already into (2): the first product here is ≪ 1t .




































Since we have sin 2πJt =
π
































































































































































































3. Proof of the Theorem.
A kind of “elementary dispersion”([C, Lemma 1]) gives (writing n ∼ N in sums for N < n ≤ 2N), defining
W (a)
def




If (N, h) =
∑
a 6=0







(We’ll refer to the first kind of remainders as the “diagonal-type”, while the others will be the “tails”.)
Then, after using f(n− a) =∑q|n−a g(q), we organize the q−sum w.r.t. (a, q) = GCD(a, q), say:∑
a 6=0













which, changing variables and using |a| ≤ 2h (otherwise W = 0), is∑
a 6=0














then (using Q≪ N from g definition and W (a)≪ h uniformly on a) we “cut” the divisors ℓ at G = o(h):
∑
a 6=0




















also, we may assume |a| > h/G, otherwise the error is again the same (using h = o(N), here):
∑
a 6=0






















Hereon we’ll abbreviate the condition “(m, q) = 1”with a “∗” in the m−sum.
(We use coprimality of a and q to insert a limitation which is immaterial: m ≡ a(q) ⇒ (m, q) = 1.)
Since remainders are negligible, we write ∼ to leave them. (No confusion arises with ∼ in summations !)
Thus















and, applying the orthogonality [V] of additive characters eq(ja)
def
= e( jaq ), where e(α)
def
= e2πiα, this is

















since j = 0 terms give diagonal-type remainders, due to:
∑
a 6=0
W (aℓ)≪ h [C,Lemma 4,(1)]. Being W even












































and, now, we exploit the coprimality of a with q, changing variable:






















We rearrange, then, the terms, depending on residue classes modulo q:


































































































































































































































































ec(ja+ jb) is Kloosterman sum
that can be estimated using Weil-Estermann bound, see [I-K, chap.11],




c (⇒ [S(1, ks; t) + S(−1, ks; t)]≪
√
t, here).





















































































































































































































































































cos 2πkat − 1
)



































































































































































































































; contribute to S2 as≪ (Q+ T )T
3/2h.
We pass to the terms t > T/ℓ.


















































































so to apply quoted [D]
∑
N1<n≤N2






















































































































































































































contributes to the large t in (∗). The first is diagonal-type, the others make≪Nh3/T for S2.
Thus, in all, the sum S2≪Nh+ (Q + T )T
3/2h+Nh3/T and (here T is somehow small respect to Q)
we choose T = (Nh2/Q)2/5 (optimally). Also, this gives us h = o(T ), from Q = o(N/
√
h).
As regards S1, we may write, with A1(x)
def
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